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August 23rd 2016:Discussing Body Image with 'BAYWATCH'
Actress Angelica Bridges
Angelica Bridges and I will be discussing Body Image, the very
concept of Beauty, what it means in our world today, and how
children and others perceive, misunderstand, and relate to
beauty. Angelica is the ideal person to ask: she has been
voted one of the Top 50 Most Beautiful Women in The World by
Esquire Magazine, also by Maxim and FHM Magazines, and
starred on 'The Most Watched Television Show in the World.' I
will also briefly touch upon the topic of Eating Disorders and
my own experience with Body Image, and hope to educate
others on the concept of beauty truly being only skin deep. Ang
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Featured Guest
Angelica Bridges
The expression "redhead on a mission" is more than the perfect analogy to describe
Angelica Bridges. A former "Miss Missouri Teen" and "Elite" model hails from a small
town in Missouri. She grew up as a tomboy, on a ranch, & is best known for her role on
the international television series "BAYWATCH." The actress, television host, singer,
producer and philanthropist has started 2015 off with one of her most diversified
career directions yet. She is currently shooting the television trilogy, "Batgirl Rises" in
one of the lead roles of "Poison Ivy."She just finished shooting two films back to back,
"Axe man Overkill" & "The Letter Red" both slated for 2016 Theatrical releases. Bridges'
humor
Read more
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